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I.

MOVEMENT
As someone whose life is synonymous with mobility, documentation quickly

became a way for me to hold onto anything: snapshots of a memory—both real and
idyllic; the politics of a moment; symbols of my youth; connections to my ancestors. I
migrated to this country at age 13 from Cameroon to live with my father and stepmother
in Spartanburg, South Carolina, of all places. To some, there’s a seemingly stark
juxtaposition between where I came from and where I landed; but the themes of my
work transcend geography, go beyond home. “Home,” something I continue to define
through my work. For that reason, I never depict specific spaces in my paintings. After
all, for me, the idea of space exists only in our heads. Instead, my paintings confront
movement— within myself and the cultures around me. I like the work to feel timeless.
Within the context of a greater painting history, I see myself at an intersection between
expressionism and portraiture, though even then I don’t want to siloe myself into one
category. I take lead from Charles White, Jack Whitten, and Norman Lewis as painters
whose works are remembered and historically defined by their messages of spirituality,
historical reclamation, identity, and more.

When I first came to the states, I couldn’t speak English. I didn’t understand the
infrastructure of norms this country had built, versus those back home. At the time, I
communicated through physical activity and drawing—and the latter became my
primary language. I honed my craft through watercolor. Its unforgiving marks on thin
paper felt meditative. I methodically created my landscape: good lighting, intimacy by
way of headphones, a spread on the table in front of me. I then fell in love with my
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medium of choice: acrylic. It’s physicality more aggressively linked me to my canvas. I
paint with my entire body with a loudspeaker playing a good rhyme. I threw myself
exclusively into acrylic for years, until the pandemic brought me back to South Carolina
and I was reacquainted with my high school watercolor routine. Yet again, mobility
informed my approach to art.

Oftentimes, I begin with gestural sketches and then layers of paint, which form an
abstract underpainting. From this abstract field of colors, I begin to carve out a world. As
far as the content of my work, I often find myself deconstructing a concept intrinsic to
my personal story—migration, blended family, colonization, the spiritual realm. These
aspects of my life take shape as figures. Not portraits, not posed silhouettes reminiscent
of western history; but figures that mold and meld to mean more than what meets the
eye. The figures that live in this world can be figures from my personal life— such as
family and friends— but also strangers and fictional characters; they find a way to
coexist together. I paint my life, what I know. Black figures who look like me, who are me
in some shape or form. In most of my paintings, I find ways to attach myself to a piece.

5

In My First Love (2019) I was playing with the idea of balancing cultures— what
changes, and what remains?

Back home, we care a lot about hair; it’s held in a

precious light. Here in the states, it’s one of the few things that people of color kept,
even through the whitewashing of the colonizers. I asked myself, why is hair something
that stayed? I wanted to capture hair as a common thread in my migration— a symbol
of solidarity and culture. Artistic mediums have always shifted the ways in which we
perceive Black hair— particularly how it contrasts European standards of beauty.1 We
take our cues from film, portraits, billboards; and these mediums educate a public.
There’s a reason Matthew Cherry’s Hair Love received an Academy Award—it
1

Ellis-Hervey, Nina, et al. "African American Personal Presentation: Psychology of Hair and
Self-Perception." Journal of Black Studies, vol. 47, no. 8, 2016, pp. 869-82,
www.jstor.org/stable/26174232. Accessed 23 Apr. 2021.
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recreated a cue centered around Black hair.2 I found myself wanting to iterate my own. I
often look to Norman Lewis’ work when it comes to projecting my community into
painting. In his earlier work especially—notably The Wanderer (1933)— Lewis tells a
distinct story through a singular subject: the posture of the wanderer, his desire to hide
his face, his positioning as separate from some sort of world we only see as snow. My
First Love uses posture and singular subject in a parallel way.

In the Black community, particularly for a lot of young men, their first introduction
to “manhood” is the Barber shop. It serves as a roundtable for every customer. No
matter who you are— be it a janitor or a doctor— you’re on the same level. There is no
hierarchy. A lot of young men would first experience this sacred equalizer with their
fathers; but for me, I first went to a barber shop with my mother in Cameroon. My First
Love encapsulates maturation, and how this experience is reiterated across continents.

2

Toliver, K. R. (Producer), & Cherry, M. A. (Director). (2019). Hair Love [Film]. Sony Pictures
Animation.
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On the other hand, Childhood Dreams (2020) uses fictional figures to evoke
feelings I sometimes failed to express in my own life. The work is not rooted in memory,
but instead an ideal image of memory. In this case, family. I put myself behind the
blinds, looking in on what I could have had; but I also projected myself onto select
figures via a splotch of red shorts or a quotidien slouched position. I contrasted two
parts of my life: the onlooker who grew up between two parents and the boy with three
other brothers under one roof. My multiplicity of family strengthens my work. I’ve had
access to two younger brothers whose upbringing—born and raised in the States—
mirror and diverge from my own; and it enhances my ability to tap into so many different
worlds. Patricia Amburgy’s discourse of visual art and diversity sums this piece up quite
well when she says,

“visual representations are constructions, not mirrors of

reality...they are never purely objective.” 3
3

Amburgy, P. (2011). Diversity, Pedagogy, and Visual Culture. Art Education, 64(5), 6-11. Retrieved April
23, 2021, from http://www.jstor.org/stable/23033957
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II.

SYMBOLISM
As a kid you just learn to listen. When I left Cameroon, my culture didn’t change,

my perception of it did. I received culture differently. I wondered why we as a society did
certain things, held certain traditions. I started questioning things. This country was built
on oppression; and back home, those people were also colonized. So I applied the
same lens I developed after migration to my childhood and its symbols.

Take voodoo, for instance. At its core, my practice aims to regain the powers that
were taken away from the African people and the African continent. In the states,
colonization redefined voodoo as the devil, a form of witchcraft antithetical to white
Christianity;4 just like that, we were brainwashed to demonize a spiritual symbol
4

Thornton, J.K. (2018). On the Trail of Voodoo: African Christianity in Africa and the Americas. T he
Americas 75(1), 261-278. https://www.muse.jhu.edu/article/714751.
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because our history wasn’t written. To the African people, voodoo was, and still is, a
way of existing as one with nature and being in touch with our ancestors or
spirits/spirituality. I use my work as a conversation starter, a tool to educate and, at
times, to give a voice to the unheard— as in Don’t Take This Too (2020). Within the
framework of voodoo, this means making light and deep something that was
whitewashed as heavy.

But when it comes to migration, this means making heavy something that has
been whitewashed as light. In the same way, this country has demonized a spiritual
concept, it has glorified and propagated an image of migration contrary to reality. As of
2018, the rate of African migration had doubled from 2010.5 Specifically when it comes
to Cameroon, my people are migrating in droves and are incredibly vulnerable. Lives
are lost in high volumes juxtaposed with an egregiously poor European response.6 You
Sea Us (2021) is my attempt at reclamation— humanizing those lost and expounding on
the heaviness of this migration, a concept I concretize through the use of water. Water
represents life—and is evoked by many artists, like David Hockney7 on a separate plane
from my own. For me, water visually symbolizes the journeys of countless African
migrants to Europe in search of a better life; but, all too often, these individuals find
5

Nwoye, C. I. (2019, October 14). African migration to the United States is the fastest-rising—in
spite of Trump. Quartz. Retrieved April 23, 2021, from https://qz.com/africa/1727550/
despite-trump-african-immigration-is-fastest-rising-to-usa/

6

Bremmer, I. (2015, April 23). These 5 Facts Explain Europe's Deadly Migrants Crisis. TIME. Retrieved
April 23, 2021, from https://time.com/3833333/ian-bremmer-europe-migrants-deaths/

7

Indrisek, S. (2020, February 10). Why David Hockney's Pool Paintings Keep Making a Splash.
https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-david-hockneys-pool-paintings-making-splash.
Retrieved April 23, 2021, from https://www.artsy.net/article/
artsy-editorial-david-hockneys-pool-paintings-making-splash
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nothing but closed doors, hostility, and, in the worst case, death. I intentionally traveled
to Spain to create these works on European land to show them everything they are
refusing to face in their own backyard.

My work Lighthouse (2020) depicts a sinking boat, an image we are often
confronted with; but this time, the viewer has to observe and contemplate these
desperate scenes and therefore become part of this horror as a witness. As part of a
complex and personal investigation of the African continent, I began to see the figures
in this series as passengers on their way to the spirit realm. As they kept reappearing,
these passengers became symbols of hope, like a lighthouse at sea. And thus they
became angels coming back to help the people— my people. I painted them as
protectors, with their heads lifted, their posture erect, like the lion-like animals who
guard ancient Egyptian pyramids. In this way, I was inspired by Charles White who used
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his paintings as a way to chronicle the African American experience through a lens
defined by integrity.8 In works like What the Artists are Doing: Negro Mural, White
pushed back against the whitewashed narratives of his people and recontextualizes his
subjects. In the same vein, I gave these angels, my people, the ability to regain their
power. There is a Ngondo tradition where my people speak directly to spirits under
water, and my father used to tell me stories, entangling water with spirits. So You Sea
Us physically intertwines water with ancestry like the narratives my father shared.

The essence of my work mirrors that of French-American artist Marcel
Duchamp— as some say his work may have been informed by Asian spiritual practices
including Indo-Tibetan tantra.9 We paint not for the eye, but for something larger: “if you
wish, my art would be that of living: each second, each breath is a work which is
inscribed nowhere, which is neither visual or cerebral.”10

III.

IDENTITY
My attempt to suspend the political state of the union across continents has

distinctly taken form in two works of mine— both surrounding election seasons at my
respective home countries.

8

The Editors of Artnews (Ed.). (2018, October 26). From the Archives: Reviews of Charles White's
Exhibitions Over the Decades. Artnews. Retrieved May 3, 2021, from https://www.artnews.com/
art-news/retrospective/archives-reviews-charles-whites-exhibitions-decades-11223/

9

Baas, J. (2019). Marcel Duchamp and the Art of Life, 162 et al.

10

Ibid.
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The first, Paul Biya The Fall of the Republic (2019), presents my mother as I saw
her in 2018— the first time I had returned to Cameroon since immigrating to the states.
At the time, the president in office was Paul Biya— the same man who was president
when my father was a child. I was sitting with my mom and family, discussing how
distinctly bad this man was for the country as he underwent reelection. Three weeks
later, my mother posts a photo of her in a gown featuring Biya as is custom for
celebratory prints for a specific event. I thought, how was this woman talking about how
this man is so bad, and now she wears this gown? My people couldn’t see they were
trapped in cages. Accepting their fate. So I painted my mother sporting a weaponed
garment— Biya on her chest— with four spikes confining her to her chair. Trapped.

13

The second is The Suspect Series (2020). I got the idea when a friend of mine
was stopped and frisked by the cops because he “fit a description.” And of course this
happens to us all the time down South. I figured if we looked the same to the
government, we might as well be the same person. So I took a portrait of my friend and
iterated it six times— like the six individuals who are lined up for a victim to analyze (a
method that has been proven11 not to work).

Aligned or separated, these figures

encapsulate how America views me. Views us, as Black men.

I don’t dwell on how I identify, mostly because of the multiplicity I’ve mentioned.
Having existed in two worlds that are completely different, I found myself tapping into
my roots from my home, Cameroon, but I also found myself exploring the psychological
aspects of being a Black man; particularly being a Black African man in America.

Wilson, J. P., Hugenberg, K., & Bernstein, M. (2013). The Cross‐Race Effect and Eyewitness Identification:
How to Improve Recognition and Reduce Decision Errors in Eyewitness Situations. Social Issues and Policy
Review, 7(4). https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1751-2409.2012.0104
11
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Because even being Black oscillates for me. In this country, I have a political stance by
way of merely being Black. As the renowned abstractionist Jack Whitten puts it, “My
African-American identity shaped by the politics of racism in America makes it extremely
difficult for me to experience the leisure of being apolitical.”12 Back home, in Cameroon,
being Black is standard, just being a person. How does one exist one moment as a
person, only to quickly assume a political identity as Black? So, I just live. I just try to
live as a man… who happens to be Black. In deconstructing my identity, my work
emerges; and I often look to Whitten for that inspiration, like in his exhibition More
Dimensions Than You Know (1979–1989).

Through my work, I have tried to master capturing Black skin through layers of
color. Depending on how light touches Black skin, it brings out different colors— purple,
yellow, red, blue — and it’s very complex. I start with a thick black sharpie, outlining the
entirety of my piece. I then mix acrylic with water—channeling my meditative practice of
water color— in different cups and combine bright colors as an underpainting. I feel
what the figure wants to say from within, and cover my canvas with colors that will
remind me of this figure’s soul. From there, I apply the thicker acrylic and build out each
character, and bring my figures to life.

12

Jeanne Siegel, Painting after Pollock, Structures of Influence, Amsterdam 1999, p. 143.
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IV.

CONCLUSION
The investment by the West in the work of African artists is escalating.13 Like

many of my counterparts, I incorporate themes of family, conflict, and the intimacy of
justice that have evolved across history; rather, that transcend history and geography.
Altogether, I conceive of this world—the one of my own creation— as one where my
people were never colonized, where we are still existing with our culture and our
powers. This is the world my practice aims to create.

13

Rotinwa, A. (2021, April). As the market for their artists booms, African galleries take control by
expanding to the West. The Art Newspaper. Retrieved April 23, 2021, from
https://www.theartnewspaper.com/analysis/african-galleries-set-their-sights-on-the-west
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